Primo Plaid Flannel Poncho
by Lisa Shepard Stewart

Modeled by Mechelle

Quick and cozy, this easy poncho is styled to show off your
favorite PRIMO plaid, stripe, herringbone, check, or solid!
Can’t decide between two of them? Pair them up for a
doubly warm reversible version — see Extra Credit on page 2.
And remember to add a hand-warming patch pocket, to be
worn outside for easy access to your phone, tissues, etc, or wear
the poncho with the pocket facing inward to shield your hands
from the elements.

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:
1¾ yards of your favorite PRIMO PLAID FLANNEL

INSTRUCTIONS: (for MEDIUM size)
1. Cut two pieces of flannel 42” x 26”. Determine the right side
of the fabric, which has a slightly softer, more brushed
surface. Clean finish all four sides of both pieces by turning
under1/4”, then turning under 1/4” again. Topstitch around all
sides, close to the first fold. Position the two pieces at right
angles as shown in the diagram on page 2, with both right
sides up Overlap about 1/2” with the shorter edge on top.
Stitch through all thicknesses. (blue dotted line)
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2. Now line up the second seam as shown in the
diagram bringing the short edge of Panel 1
(yellow dotted line) down to the lower edge of
Panel 2. Position these edges evenly, but
don’t stitch.
3. Bring in the short edge (green dotted line) of
Panel 2 to meet Panel 1. Overlap the edges and
stitch through both layers as you did for the first
seam.
4. For the optional handwarmer pocket, cut a
rectangle from the remaining fabric, approx .
15” wide x 11” high. Fold the piece in half (to
measure about 7.5” x 11”) cutting rounded
pocket openings as shown. Press under 1/4”
along these curved openings, then turn again.
Press. Stitch close to the first fold. Turn under
1/4” on all remaining edges.
5. Try on poncho for pocket placement; pin. Stitch
along the top, sides & bottom of the pocket.

Extra Credit —
•

Upgrade your poncho in both warmth and style by making a double-layered poncho: You’ll need 1¾ yards of EACH
Primo Flannel—mix a Plaid with a Stripe, Check or Heather! Cut the two panels from each fabric as directed. Sew one
Fabric A panel to one Fabric B panel, with right sides together. Sew around all edges, leaving an opening to turn. Turn
and press. Machine or hand quilt lightly to secure the layers. Prepare the second panel in the same manner. Complete
the poncho as directed from Step 2.

•

Wear the pocket on the outside for easy access, or on the inside to keep your hands warmer.
Better yet, add pockets on BOTH sides!

•

Wear a belt around your waist, across the front of the poncho, leaving the back panel free.

•

Sew up a coordinating Primo Infinity Scarf - FREE project at www.MarcusFabrics.com!
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